Evolve Your
Workplace.
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Ensure that your campuses, buildings, and work
spaces drive your mission forward. Maximize the
value of your built environment on one platform
that connects insights, roles, and goals.

RIGHT-SIZE
YOUR REAL
ESTATE
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ENABLE
YOUR
TALENT

OPTIMIZE
YOUR
OPERATIONS

Connect Stakeholders

Scale as You Grow

Ensure Success

Archibus is designed as one integrated
system that shares data and connects
stakeholders.

Start small with targeted solutions for
critical needs, then scale as your needs
evolve and grow.

Deliver results with support from the world’s
most trusted network of IWMS experts.

Optimize Workplace Performance
with Powerful Metrics

Archibus integrates, analyzes,
reports on data across your
workplace. Identify needs, track
trends, and demonstrate results
as you improve.
• Centralize data into single source of truth
• Track key costs and KPI’s
• Stay on top of core processes with alerts
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Connect Stakeholders to One Mission
Your built environment has many stakeholders with diverse goals, but their common success depends on the data, insights,
and hand-offs shared between them. Connect stakeholders to a single source of truth to align everyone with one core mission.

All Archibus solutions share one underlying database, with fully integrated workflow and metrics

ARCHIBUS
SOLUTIONS
RESULTS

Workplace
Sevices
Connect people to
their work spaces

Space
Get ahead of space
needs, plan a more
effective workplace

Maintenance
Reduce costs
with preventive
maintenance

Assets
Extend asset
lifecycles with a
centralized plan

Real Property
Align leased and
owned properties
with your goals

Capital
Projects
Deliver complex
capital projects

Sustainability
& Risk
Enhance
sustainability
and compliance

Drive Common Goals with Integrated KPIs
Integrate KPIs between applications to reveal how separate activities impact
common goals. Enable Facility Managers to view integrated metrics on occupancy,
work requests, labor costs and more, all in one place for a top-down view.

Centralize Information in One Validated Database
Replace fragmented and inaccurate data silos with a single source of truth.
Archibus integrates data between all applications, as well as with external
ERP and legacy systems, into one secure, validated, and reconciled database.

of the America’s Top 200 research
institutions are Archibus clients,
alongside leading schools around
the world.
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Integrate Workflow Between Departments
Integrate workflow to streamline handoffs between departments, connecting
different stakeholders to common information through interfaces that speak to
their needs. Flow occupant experience, space plans, real estate decisions, capital
projects and building operations into one system. Align everyone with a common
view of resources, goals, and progress made towards achieving those goals.

Empower People with Workplace Services

Connect everyone to a web-based
experience that adapts your workplace to
support teams, projects, and daily needs.
Enhance productivity, automate operations,
and maximize the use of space.
Schedule workstations
for yourself or colleagues
from any device. Staff can
also book work spaces by
scanning QR codes.

FIND RESOURCES

Connect Staff to Their Needs
Search people, spaces, equipment, and more in one system
with advanced filters. Browse by list or floorplan and drill into
key details. Build a central inventory of all assets.

BOOK WORK SPACES

Free-Up Seats for Evolving Projects
Free underused seats by letting part-time staff book work
spaces based on daily and weekly needs. Enable staff to
browse different seat types based on which projects they
are working on.

BOOK MEETING SPACES

Make Collaboration Easy
Connect staff to their meeting and work spaces with
bookings by phone, tablet, kiosk, or QR code. Avoid
scheduling conflicts, view photos and details to see if spaces
meet your needs. Enable staff to track all reservations on a
personal homepage.

REQUEST SERVICES & MOVES

Put People First
Empower staff to make and track service requests, from
maintenance to personal moves. Include photos, descriptions,
and location details to improve outcomes and ultimately,
enhance the safety and well-being of everyone in the
workplace.
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Leverage Space Management To Drive
Real Estate and Productivity Goals
Plan with Insight
Define and allocate space with an intuitive color-coded display. Group
teams together or reclassify offices as meeting rooms to keep up with
needs on the ground.

Streamline Individual and Group Moves
Prioritize, approve, and execute requests with all relevant details in a single
view. Plan and test move scenarios for buildings, campuses, and cities.

Increase Capacity with Dynamic Team Space
Replace one-to-one seating ratios with denser neighborhoods of shared team
space. Create fluid seating models that account for part-time staff, and adapt
daily to your projects.

Plan with visual insight by highlighting occupancy,
departments, space types, and more.

Track Needs, Identify Risks
Stay ahead of needs by tracking occupancy trends, and flagging critical
bottlenecks with alerts. Identify under-performing outliers.

Benchmark Space to Optimize Performance
View how space is allocated across divisions, departments, buildings and
campuses. Compare spaces to identify vacancies, and spot where space is
needed most.

Enhance Accountability With Chargebacks
Chargeback internal departments for the space they use to incentivize
consolidation. Maximize real estate and shrink your footprint to reflect
your needs.

Benchmark space to compare usage and availability
across floors, departments, buildings and more.
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Plan a preventive maintenance
schedule that automatically
generates work orders.

Enhance Maintenance Be More Proactive, Responsive, Effective
1 Respond: Close
Work Orders
Effectively
Enable occupants,
craftspersons and managers
to generate mobile work
orders. Enable craftspersons
to close orders from the field.

2 Plan: Budget and
Schedule Proactive
Maintenance
Avoid costly break with a
preventive maintenance
planner. Plan proactive
maintenance in a schedule
that automatically generates
orders for key assets.

3 Prioritize:
4 Understand:
Centralize and
Assess Condition
Manage Work Orders
and Needs
View, approve, and manage
all work orders from a single
console. Drill into each order
and advance status through
to completion.

Capture all relevant
details in work orders,
and collect condition data
with mobile assessment
surveys. Document work
history to inform process.

5 Optimize:
Evaluate Metrics
and Flag Needs
Track the time, cost, and
labor of maintenance with
advanced KPIs. Generate
alerts for critical orders,
outliers and bottlenecks.
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Centralize Asset Management, Extend Asset Lifecycles
Centralize Asset Inventory
Integrate all asset data into one, validated and reconciled database.
Track equipment, furniture, systems, as well as parts and pieces.

Track Assets, Enhance Accountability
Track assets by location, department, type and responsible custodian to
enhance accountability and avoid lost assets. Navigate locations with BIM
and GIS.

Budget with Full View of Asset Costs
Assess the total costs for maintaining, procuring, replacing, and disposing
of your assets.

Drill into asset details to track and understand assets in their full context.

TRUSTED
BY INDUSTRY
LEADERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Caterpillar
Hydro Ottawa
Illumina
National Health Service
NOAA
Progressive
UMass Medical School
Vodafone

Assess Condition Of Assets
Track maintenance history and collect condition data to prioritize needs
and get ahead of problems.

Preserve High Value Assets
Integrate with Preventive Maintenance to prioritize the maintenance of
high value assets within your operational strategy.

Enable a Full Lifecycle Strategy
Integrate the roles, workflow, classification standards, and data necessary
for each phase of the lifecycle.

Align Your Real Estate Portfolio
with Your Goals
Centralize Leases
Manage all of your leases in a single database, with the ability
to locate lease information through an interactive map.

Evaluate Total Cost of Ownership
Understand the true cost of properties by assessing operational
costs alongside lease costs.
Evaluate the total cost of
ownership by viewing your
capital and operational
expenses in a single view.

Enhance Lease/Buy Decisions
Inform all lease/buy decisions with a comprehensive understanding
of costs, compliance, occupancy, and key deadlines.

Automate Compliance & Administration
Integrate with solutions for ensuring compliance with lease
accounting standards and automate important lease payments to
stay on top of key deadlines.

Streamline Chargebacks with Accurate Reporting
Chargeback building expenses to occupants with accurate and
automated invoicing.

Forecast Real Estate Scenarios
Leverage advanced portfolio forecasting to create a multi-year plan
for your real estate strategy.
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Optimize Space Across Sites with
Strategic Space Planning

Forecast space scenarios across
multiple sites by integrating all of
your space data into an advanced
tool for long-term planning.
• View Site Allocations in Intuitive Color-Coded Stacks
• Navigate Geographic Information System (GIS) Data Models
• Test Scenarios to Maximize Space and Ensure Occupants
Are Grouped Effectively

Test space scenarios by dragging and dropping space
between sites and forecasting occupancy based on real data.

Deliver Complex Capital Projects
Complete Projects On Time and On Budget
Deliver renovation, acquisition, construction, and moves with tools to plan, budget,
and complete projects. Track change orders and manage asset commissioning schedules
across multiple project phases.

Translate Project Success into Operational Success
Leverage project data into operational data to ensure that data collected during
construction drives the success of daily operations, long after commissioning.

Connect Stakeholders Through BIM Models
Provide 2D and 3D data models as common reference points for internal and external
stakeholders, including architects, engineers, construction workers and project managers.
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Enhance Sustainability & Risk Management

Ensure that your organization is
safe for people and good for
the planet.
Ensure Safety and Wellness
The safety and well-being of your staff depends on a comprehensive
understanding of the risks in your environment. Track risks for campuses,
buildings, and materials, and take steps to ensure the well-being of occupants.

Promote Sustainability
Reducing your ecological footprint means understanding the impact your
organization has on the environment and tracking the key processes involved,
from energy to waste.

Archibus Environmental &
Risk Management Applications:
• Environmental
Sustainability Assessment
• Energy Management
• Green Building
• Waste Management
• Emergency Preparedness

• Compliance Management
• Clean Building
• Environmental Health
& Safety
• Hazardous Materials

Avoid Regulatory Penalties
Compliance requires accurate information, reporting, and the tools to correct
problem areas. Integrate insight with solutions for achieving and maintaining
regulatory compliance.
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Ensure Success with
a Global Network of
Experts at Your Side
Every Step of the Way

Archibus is trusted by industry leaders around the world, with a proven
track record of delivering results.

partners offer Archibus
users the kind of support

Consultation

Training

Work with experts who understand your challenges
and know how to deliver results. Find the solution
that works best for you.

Make sure that all of your users get the most
value out of Archibus with training. Streamline onboarding and enhance performance.

Customization

Support

because user success

Do you have specific needs that can’t be solved by
an out-of-the-box solution? Archibus experts can
develop custom solutions tailored to meet your
unique needs.

Ensure that your organization leverages the full
power of Archibus with a support team committed
to your success.

has always been the

Integration
Integrate your ERP and legacy systems with
Archibus to ensure data integrity. Archibus
connectors simplify integration with industry
standard best practices.
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“Our community of

and experience that you
just can’t find anywhere
else in the industry. That’s

motivation and inspiration
for everything we do.”
WAIN KELLUM, CEO

CONTACT US
www.archibus.com
18 Tremont St. Boston, MA 02108
617-227-2508

